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Abstract: We measured the friction forces and calculated the friction coefficients of non-processed
and laser-processed surfaces of a double network hydrogel (DN gel), which is one of the more famous
high-strength gels. The results indicate that laser processing has the ability to reduce the friction
coefficients of the gel surfaces. The observation of gel surfaces suggests that the cause of friction
reduction is a change in the roughness of the gel surfaces due to laser processing. This finding is
expected to lead us to further understanding of the physicochemical properties of hydrogels.
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1. Introduction

Friction and lubrication have been studied for several hundred years. Recently, the friction
properties of soft materials, such as polymers and hydrogels, have received attention in regard to their
physics and/or physical chemistry. For instance, the friction properties of polymer surfaces have been
studied using simulation and experimental methods [1,2]. The results of such fundamental studies are
becoming the bases of applications of various fields such as medicine, since it has been shown that
such soft materials can be utilized as biomimic materials [3,4].

It is commonly known that hydrogel is one of the beneficial soft materials. To date, the fundamental
research studies of functional gels have been reported, e.g., the volume phase transition of gel [5–10],
shape memory gel [11], and self-oscillating gel [12,13]. Furthermore, the friction of the hydrogel surface has
been studied since the 1990s [14–19], and it has been revealed that hydrogel has a low friction and unique
properties in addition to being a bio-inspired film [20,21]. However, such properties have received attention;
the friction properties of hydrogels are dependent on their surface conditions, and the controlling of the gel
surface is conventionally quite difficult. Hence, novel control methods of surface conditions are required for
the further understanding of lubrication.

Double network hydrogel (DN gel) is one of the famous high strength gels [22], and is expected
to be applied in various fields. DN gel consists of two types of polymer networks. The first network
is rigid and brittle, while the second one is soft and high ductile. The origin of DN gel strength
lies on such interpenetrating structures. To make use of such high strength, several groups have
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developed the derived types of DN gels such as thermoresponsive and pH-responsive DN gels [23]
and three-dimensional (3D) printable DN gels [24]. Furthermore, because the DN gel is also expected
to be applied to artificial cartilage in the joints of human legs and/or arms, the low-friction processing
of DN gel is quite important.

Previously, the friction properties of DN gel have been studied using a ball-on-plate type
apparatus [25,26]. We also developed the friction control technique of hydrogel surfaces [27]. It was
revealed that the water molecules inside the hydrogel are moved to interface between the hydrogel
and electrode, which then forms the lubricant film owing to the applied electric field, and reduces
the friction force. Such a friction control technique is expected to be applied to developing the
epoch-making soft-type robots. Conventional-type robots are commonly composed of metals and/or
hard plastics. In such cases, robots have a high possibility of causing harm to humans and/or other
animals. On the other hand, robots made with soft materials such as hydrogels have a low possibility
of causing harm to us. The friction control techniques are required to reduce the dynamical friction of
the joint parts of hydrogel robots.

Conventionally, a utility knife and a sawtooth are, for instance, used for the cutting processing.
However, it is difficult to cut soft materials, such as hydrogels, using the utility knife and the sawtooth.
On the other hand, a laser light has the ability to cut soft materials. Furthermore, a laser light has
high directivity and convergence; hence, we are able to easily utilize the laser processing method for
micromachining. For instance, an ultrafast laser processing is widely utilized [28].

In this communication, we show a novel method for the low-friction processing of DN gel using
a laser, which increases the roughness of the gel surface. We achieved the several micron and several
hundred roughness of the gel surfaces using laser processing. The results of friction measurements and
microscopic observations suggest that the increase in the roughness of the hydrogel surface reduces
the apparent contact area and induces the reduction of the friction coefficient (friction force). It is
possible to apply this processing technique to construct artificial living tissues made with various soft
materials. It is expected that hydrogels are an appropriate artificial extracellular matrix (ECM) [4].
In addition, many kinds of biological tissues are low-friction [29]; hence, this technique is beneficial for
constructing the artificial living tissues. Furthermore, the properties of artificial cell membranes have
been widely studied to clarify the physicochemical mechanisms governing the behaviors of living cell
membranes [30–37], and 3D hydrogel printing techniques [24,38] have been developed in the related
fields. By utilizing low-friction processing and such previously obtained knowledges and techniques,
artificial living tissues composed of cell models and polymer gel ECMs can be developed.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Preparation of DN gel

First, we prepared an aqueous solution including a 2-acrylamideo-2-methylpropanesulfonic acid
(AMPS, Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC. St. Louis, MO, USA) monomer, a N,N′-methylenebisacrylamide
(MBAA, Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd. Osaka, Japan) crosslinker, and a 2-Oxoglutaric Acid
(α-keto, Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd. Osaka, Japan) photo-initiator by stirring with N2 gas
bubbling to remove the O2 gas included in the solution for 10 min to 15 min. The concentration of the
AMPS monomer was 1 M. The concentrations of the crosslinker and photo-initiator were 4 mol % and
0.1 mol % in the solute, respectively. Furthermore, the solution was sandwiched by two glass plates
with 2-mm spacing, and was then exposed by ultraviolet (UV) light (λmax = 365 nm, ca. 0.1 mW/cm2)
at 30 ◦C for more than 18 h to make the first polymer network.

The first gel was swollen in a second pregel solution for 48 h. The second pregel solution contained
2 M of N,N-Dimethylacrylamide (DMAAm, Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. Tokyo, Japan) monomer,
0.01 mol % (molar percentage in the solute) of MBAA, and 0.05 mol % of α-keto. The second pregel solution
was also prepared by stirring and N2 gas bubbling with the same procedure as in the case of the first pregel
solution. The first gel was cut to remove part of the polymerization residue. The first gel that was swollen
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in the second pregel solution was sandwiched by two glass plates and exposed by UV light with the same
condition as described above. The DN gel was then swollen in a large amount of pure water for three days.
The final thickness of the DN gel was 5 mm.

2.2. Laser Processing

We used the laser cutter VLS 4.60 (Yokohama Systems Co. Ltd. Yokohama, Japan) for low-friction
processing. The laser power is 60 W per spot area (0.127 mm in diameter). The laser density during
processing is 200 pulses per inch (PPI) with a vector mode. The laser light is in focus at the upper
surface of the gel samples. We cut the prepared DN gel plate into 5 mm × 65 mm size.

We observed the gel surfaces by using an optical microscope BX50 (Olympus Corp. Tokyo, Japan)
equipped with a digital camera DP72 (Olympus Corp. Tokyo, Japan) to elucidate the difference
between the non-processed and laser-processed gel surfaces. Figure 1 shows the microscopic images
of non-processed and laser-processed gel surfaces. The roughness of the gel surface was larger for
the laser-processed gel surface than for the non-processed one. In Figure 1a, there is a thin line
pattern. This pattern naturally appeared during gel preparation. The diameters of such lines were
several microns. On the other hand, larger patterned roughness was observed in Figure 1b, and the
wavelength of surface waviness was approximately several tens microns and several hundred microns.
This indicates that the melting and/or vaporization of the gel sample was induced by laser light [39],
and the roughness of the gel surface was increased due to such melting and/or vaporization. In the
case of a higher intensity of laser and/or slower scan speed than the conditions of this study, it is
speculated that the surface roughness would become larger than several tens microns due to the
increasing damage of the gel surface.
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Figure 1. Typical microscopic images of (a) non-processed (control) and (b) laser-processed gel surfaces.
The roughness of the gel surface is larger at the laser-processed gel surface than at the non-processed
one. Scale bars represent 500 µm.

2.3. Friction Measurements

The surface frictions of the DN gels were measured using a ball-on-plate type apparatus µV1000
(Trinity-Lab. Inc. Tokyo, Japan). The glass ball used in this study (BK7, φ6 mm) was washed by
Neo-ethanol IPM (Daishin Chemistry Co. Ltd. Tokyo, Japan) before the experiments. The DN gel
samples were attached on an acrylic plate using an Aron Alpha for institutional use (Toagosei Co., Ltd.
Tokyo, Japan). The normal load was 300 g of weight during the experiments. We measured the friction
properties at one series with a seven-step sliding-velocity change. The sliding velocities were 0.1 mm/s,
0.5 mm/s, 1.0 mm/s, 5.0 mm/s, 10.0 mm/s, 50.0 mm/s, and 100.0 mm/s, and the sliding lengths were
1 mm, 2 mm, 2 mm, 5 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, and 25 mm at each velocity, respectively. The five-times
series were performed on the same place of each sample, and we calculated the averaged value using
last three-times data. Such five-series experiments were performed three times with different areas of
the samples cut from the same large gel plates. We compared between the friction properties of the gel
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surfaces that came into contact with the glass plate during polymerization (control, non-processed
surface) and the laser-processed gel surface. We defined the measured values of the friction force
as the time-averaged values of the stable regions. Figure 2 shows the schematic illustration of the
experimental set-up of the friction measurements.
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3. Results and Discussion

We measured the friction force and estimated the friction coefficient (µ) of the DN gel surfaces
without and with laser processing. The friction coefficient is defined as follows:

µ = F/W, (1)

where F is the friction force and W is the normal load. In this study, the normal load was constantly
300 g of weight. During friction measurement, the DN gel samples were placed and attached onto the
acrylic plate stage, and the gel surfaces were in contact with the measurement ball, as described above.

Figure 3 shows the friction coefficient derived from the friction force and normal load as a function
of sliding velocity (mean ± standard deviation). The friction properties were independent of the
sliding direction. In terms of the result of the non-processed gel surface, the behavior shown in
Figure 3 corresponds to the range from boundary lubrication to mixed lubrication, as described below.
The range of the friction coefficients was approximately 0.01–0.1. The friction coefficient increased
with the increasing sliding velocity in the range of 0.1–0.5 mm/s. In contrast, the friction coefficient
decreased with the increasing sliding velocity in the range of 0.5–10 mm/s. In addition, the friction
coefficient was almost constant in the range of 10–100 mm/s. Such behavior was observed in both
cases of non-processed and laser-processed gel surfaces, which is in good agreement with the previous
work [25]. The interaction between the polymers in the hydrogels and the glass measurement ball
is important in the low-velocity range [14,15]. In case of an attractive substrate, the friction force
as a function of the sliding velocity has a peak due to the relationship between the stretching of
the polymer chains with adsorption to the glass ball and the sliding velocity. This behavior was
discussed by using a mathematical model in the previous work [15]. Hence, it is speculated that
the cause of the peak appearance at 0.5 mm/s that is shown in Figure 3 is the same as the cause
shown in the previous work. In the high-velocity range, the sliding velocity becomes faster than the
adsorption rate of polymers to the glass ball. Hence, hydrodynamic lubrication becomes dominant
compared to boundary lubrication. For the results of Figure 3, it is considered that the range of
0.1–0.5 mm/s corresponds to boundary lubrication, while the range of 0.5–100 mm/s corresponds
to mixed lubrication. It is speculated that the friction force (friction coefficient) is increased with
the increase in the sliding velocity due to hydrodynamic lubrication in the range of 100 mm/s and
above. Furthermore, the friction coefficient is larger at the non-processed gel surface than at the
laser-processed one in all of the velocity regions, and such behavior is remarkable in the range of
boundary lubrication (0.1–0.5 mm/s). The results show that this laser processing has the ability to
reduce the friction coefficient of the hydrogel surfaces.
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Figure 3. The friction coefficient as a function of the sliding velocity in the cases of non-processed
and laser-processed gel surfaces. The vertical axes are (a) linear and (b) logarithmic scales (mean ±
standard deviation).

Figure 4 shows a schematic illustration of the difference between before and after laser processing
in the case of the glass ball and hydrogel interface. Large roughness was observed in the caser of
the laser-processed gel surface as shown above, and this roughness was approximately several tens
microns (see Figure 1b). It is considered that the melting and/or vaporization of the gel sample was
induced by laser light [39], and the large roughness of the gel surface was created through such melting
and/or vaporization. The results of microscopic observation and friction measurements suggest that
an increase in the surface roughness has the ability to reduce the friction coefficient. It is considered
that the decrease in the apparent contact area reduces the interaction between the polymers in the
gel and the measurement of the glass ball. This is consistent with the equation F ∝ APα, where A
is the apparent contact area, P = W/A is the averaged pressure, and α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is derived from
experiments [16], which indicates that the friction coefficient depends on the apparent contact area.
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It is considered that further experiments are required to elucidate a detailed mechanism of
friction reduction by laser processing. For instance, an in situ microscopic observation of the
contact interface during sliding is required to clarify the dynamic behaviors of the surface conditions.
Furthermore, resonance shear measurement (RSM) is beneficial to elucidate the viscoelastic properties
of hydrogel [19]. Utilizing this method, the gel surface was observed during friction measurements,
and we were able to obtain the value of the contact area.

To clarify the detailed structure of laser-processed gel surfaces, the observation of gel samples
using an atomic force microscope (AFM) [40] and/or cryogenic scanning electron microscope
(Cryo-SEM) [41] is required. We observed the gel surfaces using an optical microscopy in this
study; however, the observation results are not enough for clarifying the fragility analysis of the
gel surfaces. We are able to obtain the information at a smaller scale using an AFM compared with
using an optical microscope.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we showed the low-friction processing technique of the hydrogel surface.
We demonstrated that the laser processing has an ability to reduce the friction of the hydrogel.
The results of the microscopic observations suggest that the cause of friction reduction is a decrease in
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the apparent contact area between the hydrogel surface and the glass ball. This technique may lead us
to the next step in the fields of physics, physical chemistry, soft robotics, and medical applications.
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